2003 MSAA Bowfishing Tournament Results

Buffalo, Minnesota - June 8.

TROPHY DIVISION

Minnow Award - Mike Allen
Big Fish - Brent Milezark

1st Place       Keith Imholte and Mike Mossey           112.3 lbs.
2nd Place       Jerry Hokkala and Kyle Berthiaume       102.2 lbs.
3rd Place       John and Brian Akkerman                 80.7 lbs.
4th Place       Brian "P" Mathews and Mike Fitzpatrick   78 lbs.
5th Place       Robert Winkleman and Corey Johnson       76 lbs.
6th Place       Travis Bermel and Chad Walesch           74.2 lbs.
7th Place       Jesse George and Justin Sharp            60.95 lbs.
8th Place       Vance Vandenhevel and Brent Milezark      42 lbs.
9th Place       Tyler Shoberg and Ryan Prebe              30.45 lbs.
10th Place      Bradley Miller and John Tokkesdal         20.6 lbs.
11th Place      Mike Allen and Jarrod Roering            0.4 lbs.

No Entries
Roger Ekert and Tim Madaris
Jan Ekert and Gary Manley
Dennis Hines and Gary Jenson
Doug Otto and Colton Otto
Brook Pederson and Kent Wentworth

Money Winners
Keith Imholte and Mike Mossey - $150 - "Big 6"
Keith Imholte and Mike Mossey - $75 - "Most Fish"
Chad Walesch and Travis Bermel - $75 - "Big Fish"

16 boats participated (a tournament record) and 16 new MSAA memberships were purchased.